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ABSTRACT Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET) is a hot topic in current research. The design of routing
mechanism is challenging because when the scale of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) nodes is large,
vast amount of routing overhead may lead to network collapse. An elastic routing mechanism is proposed
for large-scale small UAVs multitasking scenarios. Firstly, the New-Unifying Connected Dominating Set
(N-UCDS) algorithm is proposed to construct a virtual backbone network based on the connected dominating
set. The number of neighboring nodes, remaining energy and link duration are considered to influence
the UAV network performance when electing backbone nodes. Secondly, by deploying and running the
New Better Approach to Mobile Ad-Hoc Network-Advanced (NBATMAN-ADV) routing protocol on the
backbone nodes, the link quality can be evaluated by using the received signal strength index and signal-
to-noise ratio of the physical layer data. In this way, the change of the link can be quickly sensed while
reducing the routing overhead. The simulation results show that the routing protocol proposed in this paper
has significantly improved average packet delivery rate, end-to-end delay and received throughput compared
with other traditional proactive routing protocols.
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INDEX TERMS Flying ad-hoc network, elastic routing mechanism, virtual backbone, N-UCDS algorithm,
NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol.

I. INTRODUCTION16

In recent years, UAVs have become an important factor influ-17

encing the combat process due to their remarkable combat18

effectiveness, low cost, low casualties and easy to equip in19

large quantities. In particular, small UAV cluster systems have20

the advantages of good scalability, high resistance to destruc-21

tion and high efficiency. Small UAV cluster system can play22

an important role in a variety of military operations such23

as battlefield reconnaissance, border patrol, communication24

relay and precision strike. However, reliable communication25

between UAVs is the basis and prerequisite for the mission26

collaboration of the cluster system.27

UAV communication networks have the following charac-28

teristics [1]: ¬ high speed movement of nodes. Nodes can29
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move at speeds of 30-460 km/h;  large-scale sparse dis- 30

tribution. UAVs operate independently in widely distributed 31

3D space; ® Multiple communication services coexist. UAVs 32

usually need to transmit multiple types of services when per- 33

forming multifunctional tasks, and different types of services 34

have different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, such 35

as delay, transmission rate and throughput. 36

FANET [2], [3], [4] is the core technology for building 37

UAV communication networks. There are differences among 38

the three types of self-organizing networks: Mobile Ad-Hoc 39

Network (MANET), Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET), 40

and FANET [5]. FANET does not depend on a pre-built 41

communication infrastructure and can transmit multiple mes- 42

sages between UAVs through wireless channels, thus form- 43

ing a multi-hop, self-organized, distributed networks. In the 44

large-scale small UAVs multitasking scenarios, UAVs cluster 45

systems are characterized by large scale and high dynamic, 46
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leading to problems such as rapid changes in UAV network47

topology and frequent link failures. WhenMANET is applied48

in this scenario, due to the large scale of UAVnodes, problems49

such as reduced packet delivery rate, longer end-to-end delay,50

and increased routing overhead affect network performance51

seriously.52

Nodes of on-demand routing protocols do not store real-53

time and accurate routing information but look for routes54

when they are needed. Such as Ad hoc On-demand Distance55

Vector (AODV) [6], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [7]. In a56

large-scale network system, the time of route establishment57

increase the delay due to route path finding, which is not58

suitable for high-speed moving UAV networks. Regardless59

of whether there is a communication requirement, each node60

of proactive routing protocols periodically broadcasts rout-61

ing packets, thereby maintaining a routing table reaching62

other nodes, and periodically publish topology change mes-63

sages. Such as Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [8]64

andDestination-SequencedDistance Vector (DSDV) [9]. The65

node periodically updates the routing table. Compared with66

the on-demand routing protocol, the delay of the proactive67

routing protocol is significantly reduced. UAV cluster sys-68

tems have the characteristics of high-speed movement and69

are sensitive to delay requirements, so the proactive routing70

protocol is more suitable for flying ad-hoc networks.71

However, as the scale of UAV nodes expands, the routing72

overhead grows proportionally to the square of the number73

of nodes. If the overhead is reduced by decreasing the update74

frequency, the delay increases due to route switching. There-75

fore, the key to the flying ad-hoc network routing mechanism76

is how to use the lowest route maintenance overhead to77

achieve fast route update and ensure the normal operation of78

the network.79

Constructing a virtual backbone network based on the80

connected dominating set in UAV cluster systems [10] is an81

effective means to reduce the routing overhead and message82

forwarding volume. A virtual backbone network is a back-83

bone network formed by selecting some of the UAV nodes84

as backbone nodes among the UAV nodes. All non-backbone85

nodes have neighboring backbone nodes, and messages can86

be forwarded to the destination nodes by simply sending them87

to the neighboring backbone nodes. The virtual backbone88

network serves as a logical topology for the network and89

allows for performance optimization of the network.90

This paper proposes an elastic routing mechanism. Firstly,91

a virtual backbone network is built in FANETs, and a part of92

nodes is elected as backbone nodes to constitute the backbone93

network. The aim is to reduce the node size. Secondly, when94

the virtual backbone network is introduced, only the routing95

protocols need to be deployed and run on the backbone nodes96

to achieve intercommunication of the entire network nodes.97

The use of lightweight active routing strategy can reduce98

the delay of route discovery and achieve fast routing. There-99

fore, this paper is divided into two parts: the construction100

of the virtual backbone network and the FANET routing101

protocol.102

II. BACKGROUND 103

A. CONSTRUCTION OF VIRTUAL BACKBONE NETWORK 104

The concept of Unifying Connected Dominating Set (UCDS) 105

was proposed in [11]. The UCDS algorithm is a distributed 106

algorithm which each node only needs to obtain two-hop 107

neighbor topology information to execute the algorithm cor- 108

rectly. Each node in UCDS supports the maintenance of 109

routing information by playing an important role in relay 110

forwarding and routing distribution. Maintenance of routing 111

information can be done in UCDS. The virtual backbone 112

nodes in UCDS algorithm are members of Dominating Set 113

(DS) and Connected Set (CS). DS members are responsible 114

for route distribution and relay forwarding of common nodes, 115

and CS members are responsible for connecting the members 116

of the dominating set. The election of DS members is mainly 117

based on the domination factor, but the domination factor is 118

only determined by the number of node neighbors without 119

considering other factors of UAVs. The single metric makes 120

the backbone nodes change too frequently, leading to insta- 121

bility of network topology. The CS membership election is 122

performed by the node itself with CS rule and CS exception 123

rule. Then the result of the judgment is broadcasted to the 124

neighbor DS members and finally the DS members elect 125

the CS members. This process makes the construction of 126

the virtual backbone network inefficient and the topology 127

convergence speed slow. 128

Therefore, this paper proposes an N-UCDS algorithm for 129

electing backbone nodes to construct a virtual backbone net- 130

work. In the large-scale small UAVs multitasking scenar- 131

ios, the energy of small UAVs is limited, so the impact of 132

energy consumption and link quality on the survival time 133

and stability of the UAV network is fully considered in the 134

DS member election process of the N-UCDS algorithm. The 135

N-UCDS algorithm proposes that when a node is elected as a 136

DSmember, it automatically executes a new CS rule based on 137

the two-hop neighbor node information to make a judgment 138

and directly designate some Connected Set Candidate (CS’) 139

nodes as CS members. This saves an update cycle time and 140

speeds up the topology convergence without affecting the 141

correctness of the algorithm, making it more applicable to 142

UAV networks. 143

B. FANET ROUTING PROTOCOL 144

The BATMAN-ADV [12], [13] routing protocol is a proactive 145

routing protocol that works at the second layer of the OSI 146

model, the data link layer. Each node only needs to know 147

the best next-hop neighbor node to the destination node and 148

does not have to worry about global topology changes. This 149

makes the overall architecture of the protocol small and can 150

quickly adapt to changes in the network topology, which 151

is very suitable for UAV networks. Each node periodically 152

broadcasts OGMpackets for informing other nodes of its own 153

existence. After receiving OGM packets from other nodes, 154

the node forwards them according to the policy, enabling the 155

OGM packets to spread to the whole network. 156
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Therefore, this paper proposes a NBATMAN-ADV rout-157

ing protocol that needs to be deployed and run only on the158

backbone nodes elected by the N-UCDS algorithm. In this159

protocol, DS member nodes periodically send out Originator160

Message (OGM) packets and Connected Dominating Set161

(CDS) member nodes forward the OGM packets. The link162

quality is evaluated using the received signal strength indi-163

cator and signal-to-noise ratio of physical layer data, which164

reduces the routing overhead while enabling fast sensing of165

link changes.166

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:167

1. With the expansion of UAV node size, the overhead of a168

proactive routing protocol grows proportionally to the square169

of the number of nodes. So, an elastic routing mechanism is170

proposed to construct a FANET virtual back-bone using the171

N-UCDS algorithm. Then run the NBATMAN-ADV rout-172

ing protocol on the backbone nodes. Routing messages are173

broadcast by backbone nodes, which greatly reduces routing174

overhead.175

2. Compared with the UCDS algorithm, by using the176

N-UCDS algorithm to construct a virtual backbone network,177

the election method of the connected dominating set mem-178

bers and the calculation method of the dominating factor179

are improved considering the remaining energy of the UAV180

and the link duration. This greatly improves the robustness181

of the algorithm, reduces the time for constructing a virtual182

backbone network by one update cycle, and increases the183

network lifetime by 5%.184

3. Compared with the BATMAN-ADV routing protocol,185

running the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol on the back-186

bone node changes the routing metric criteria. Using the187

received signal strength index and signal-to-noise ratio of188

physical layer data to evaluate link quality, it can quickly189

and accurately perceive changes in the link. At the same190

time, only OGM packets are broadcast on DS members of191

the backbone node. OGM packets are forwarded on CDS192

members, and neighbor node information is added to the193

OGM packets. This greatly reduces the number of OGM194

packets and the total amount of data flooded in the network.195

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: part196

2 introduces the research background; part 3 introduces the197

related research work; part 4 presents the system model;198

part 5 describes the FANET virtual backbone construction199

method based on the N-UCDS algorithm; part 6 introduces200

the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol; part 7 performs sim-201

ulation and experimental analysis; part 8 concludes the full202

paper and proposes subsequent research directions.203

III. RELATED WORKS204

A. CONSTRUCTION OF VIRTUAL BACKBONE NETWORK205

Currently, the connected dominating set-based approach to206

build virtual backbone networks is widely used in MANETs,207

VANETs and FANETs, but finding minimum connected208

dominating set (MCDS) has proven to be an NP-hard prob-209

lem [14].210

Chowdhury [15] studied the problem of efficient data 211

dissemination between mobile nodes in wireless networks, 212

MCDS is commonly used to reduce redundant transmissions 213

in broadcasts. The problem of constructing MCDS is dis- 214

cussed, using MCDS as a starting point for constructing con- 215

tention aware connected dominating set (CACDS) algorithm 216

to optimize the network competition problem with large node 217

size. Qi et al. [16] proposed to construct CDS in FANET to 218

solve the joint optimization problem of node transmission 219

power and location. It proposed a topology control mecha- 220

nism based on CDS and a time-discretized topology construc- 221

tion maintenance algorithm, which outperforms the general 222

particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm in terms of net- 223

work overhead and network stability in UAV cluster systems. 224

Wang et al. [17] proposed that a swarm of UAVs can build a 225

virtual backbone network (VBN) based on graph-theoretical 226

d-hop DS, where each UAV outside the VBN can send the 227

collected data within distance to theVBN. an adaptive ADMS 228

algorithm was proposed to maintain a stable VBN, which can 229

achieve a better trade-off between routing overhead, response 230

time, and maintenance cost. 231

Liang et al. [18] used CDSs as the virtual backbone of 232

WSNs, but due to the actual environmental factors, the trans- 233

mission radius of nodes in the network is unstable, so the 234

robustness of VBs in WSNs is considered, and the corre- 235

sponding algorithm is proposed to construct d-robust CDSs in 236

WSNs with unstable transmission range. But the paper does 237

not consider the construction of virtual backbone networks 238

for 3D scenarios, which can be extended to 3D spatial FANET 239

scenario. Mao et al. [19] proposed an efficient distributed 240

routing algorithm based on connected dominating sets to 241

build a virtual backbone network can effectively mitigate the 242

broadcast storm problem in mobile self-assembly networks, 243

which is more applicable to dynamic self-assembly networks. 244

By broadcasting only through selected network nodes, the 245

same effect as flooding can be achieved and the broad- 246

cast storm problem is avoided. Considering the transmission 247

range, residual energy and mobility of nodes, this algorithm 248

can significantly reduce the network construction overhead, 249

ensure network connectivity, improve energy efficiency, and 250

prolong network survival time. 251

Guanghui Li and Huan Ma of Beijing Jiaotong University 252

applied the UCDS algorithm to WNW tactical waveform 253

networks [20] and tactical Internet [21]. Xu et al. of Zhejiang 254

University applied the UCDS algorithm to construct a virtual 255

backbone network for OLSR routing protocol [22]. 256

B. FANET ROUTING PROTOCOL 257

In recent years, many researchers have studied routing in 258

FANETs because traditional mobile self-assembled network 259

routing protocols are not suitable for application in FANETs, 260

and rapid topology changes can cause dramatic degradation 261

of performance indicators such as packet delivery rate, end- 262

to-end delay, throughput, and overhead. FANETs routing 263

protocols still faces many challenges [23]: dynamic topology, 264
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high mobility, low latency, QoS requirements, energy effi-265

ciency, communication standards and various links.266

Usually, FANETs routing protocols can be divided into267

two categories: topology-based and position-based rout-268

ing protocols. Furthermore, the first category consists of269

three specific types of protocols: proactive routing proto-270

cols, reactive routing protocols, and hybrid routing protocols.271

This paper focuses on proactive routing protocols. Wheeb272

[23] summarized some proactive routing protocols improved273

on OLSR protocol: OLSR-Expected Transmission Count274

(OLSR-ETX) [24], Trajectory-OLSR (T-OLSR) [25], Mobil-275

ity and Load Aware OLSR (ML-OLSR) [26], Predictive-276

OLSR (P-OLSR) [27].277

T-OLSR’s process basically follows the classical OLSR.278

The nodes update their MPR nodes upon receiving the hello279

message from neighbors and update the routing table upon280

receiving the TC message from MPR nodes. Each node peri-281

odically sends out a hello message, and the nodes that are282

selected as MPR nodes send TC messages when they sense283

topology changes. Each node shares its pre-planned short-284

term trajectory in the hello message and TC message, result-285

ing in a slight increase in overhead. T-OLSR is specifically286

designed to accomplish collaborative operation in FANETs.287

The performance of T-OLSR is shown to be superior to tradi-288

tional methods, especially in sparsely distributed networks.289

Arafat and Moh [28] proposed topology-aware routing290

based on Q-learning, where UAV nodes adaptively adjust291

their routing strategies based on obtaining information about292

their two-hop neighbor nodes, but it brings certain com-293

putational consumption and instability as the environment294

changes. Costa et al. [29] proposed an improved Q-Learning295

algorithm to reduce network delay in scenarios with high-296

mobility, called Q-FANET. The experiments provide evi-297

dence that the Q-FANET presents lower delay, a minor298

increase in packet delivery ratio, and significant lower jitter299

compared with other reinforcement learning-based routing300

protocols. In the study of SDN-based FANETs, Silva et al.301

[30] proposed a topology management algorithm for SDN302

with the aim of constructing and maintaining a FANET303

topology. It provides stable and continuous links between304

UAV nodes operating in clusters. Wu et al. [31] proposed305

to apply the Extended Kalman Kilter (EKF) for accurate306

mobility estimation and prediction of UAVs, to represent the307

routing problem in SDN-based heterogeneous FANETs as a308

graph decision problem, and to propose a Directed Particle309

Swarm Optimization (DPSO) routing protocol with superior310

performance.311

Wu and Sun of the University of Electronic Science and312

Technology extended the BATMAN-ADV routing protocol313

by designing a routing fast-aware algorithm, an adaptive314

multi-interface multipath routing protocol, and a routing315

protocol applicable to temporary network outages [32] and316

proposed a broadcast flood suppression algorithm based on317

domain combination selection and a layer 2 routing metric318

based on link state [33]. By comparing the BATMAN-ADV319

routing protocol with the BATMAN routing protocol [34] and320

the HWMN routing protocol [35], it is demonstrated that the 321

BATMAN-ADV routing protocol has better performance. 322

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 323

Fig.1 shows the large-scale small UAVs multitasking sce- 324

narios. The ground is divided into multiple areas. The UAV 325

cluster system operates in the air and needs to perform various 326

tasks. The trajectory of a single UAV can be represented 327

by the set {(X0,X1, S1) , · · · , (Xn−1, Xn, Sn)}, where Sn ∼ 328

N (µs, σ 2
s ) denotes the hovering time of the UAV performing 329

the mission at the path point Xn. Assuming that the displace- 330

ment length ln of the projection of the path points Xn−1 and 331

Xn on the x − y plane conforms to the Rayleigh distribution 332

[36], when σ =
√

1
2πλ , the distribution function and the 333

probability density function can be expressed as follows: 334

FLn (ln) = P(Ln ≤ ln) = 1− exp
(
−λπ l2n

)
(1) 335

fLn (ln) =
∂FLn (ln)
∂ln

= 2πλln exp(−πλl2n ) (2) 336

where µ(ln) = σ
√
π
2 =

√
1
4λ and D(ln) = 4−π

2 σ 2
=

4−π
4πλ . 337

FIGURE 1. Large-scale small UAVs multitasking scenarios.

The angles of the projected displacements of path points 338

Xn−1 and Xn in the x − y plane, f2(θ ) ∼ U (0, 2π ) conform 339

to the uniform distribution [31], and the altitude of each path 340

point fH (h) ∼ N (µh, σ 2
h ) conforms to the Gaussian distribu- 341

tion µh = (Hhigh + Hlow)/2 and σh = (Hhigh − Hlow)/6. 342

The lengths of the displacements projected by the UAV on 343

the x− y plane and the flight altitude are independent of each 344

other, so the joint probability density of both can be expressed 345

as [37]: 346

fL,H (ln, h) =


6
√
2πλln

(Hhigh − Hlow)

× exp

(
−
18(h− Hhigh−Hlow

2 )2

(Hhigh − Hlow)2
− πλl2n

)
347

(3) 348

To simplify the analysis, it is assumed that all UAVs have 349

the same communication capability and all use omnidirec- 350

tional antenna. dmax indicates the maximum communication 351
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TABLE 1. N-UCDS algorithm rules.

distance, it is considered that the UAV nodes i and j can352

communicate with each other when d(i, j) < dmax is satis-353

fied. Assume that the active space of the UAV is [−L,L] ×354

[−L,L]× [Hlow,Hhigh]. According to the Euclidean distance355

formula, the real-time distance between the UAV nodes i and356

j can be expressed as:357

d(i, j) =
√(

xi − xj
)2
+
(
yi − yj

)2
+
(
hi − hj

)2 (4)358

V. N-UCDS ALGORITHM359

The N-UCDS algorithm is improved from the UCDS algo-360

rithm. The impact of energy consumption and link quality on361

the survival time and stability of the UAV network is fully362

considered in the DS member election process. During the363

selection process of CS members, new CS rule is executed364

automatically, which saves one update cycle time and speeds365

up the topology convergence without affecting the correct-366

ness of the algorithm. The operation flow of the algorithm367

is: DS rule→ Not-CS rule→ CS rule. The specific N-UCDS368

algorithm rules are shown in Table 1.369

A. DOMINANCE FACTOR370

The selection of DS members is mainly based on the domi-371

nance factor. In the UCDS algorithm, the dominance factor372

is only determined by the number of node neighbors. How-373

ever, in the large-scale small UAVs multitasking scenarios,374

the impact of energy consumption on UAV network survival375

time and the impact of link quality on UAV network stabil-376

ity should be fully considered in the DS member selection377

process because of the energy limitation of small UAVs.378

Therefore, the N-UCDS algorithm redefines the dominance379

factor:380

dij = θA ×
Ni
N
+ θB ×

Er
Et
+ θC381

×
Tij
Tmax

(θA + θB + θC = 1) (5)382

where for node i, the dominance factor dij of its neighbor node383

j is determined by the combination of the number of one-hop384

neighbors Ni of node j, the remaining energy Er and the link385

duration Tij between nodes i and j, where θA, θB, θC is the nor-386

malization factor of each item,Ndenotes the total number of387

UAV clusters,Etdenotes the total energy of individual UAVs, 388

andTmaxdenotes the maximum duration of the link. 389

The steady state of the network within the two-hop neigh- 390

borhood of the node i can be expressed as: 391

Wi = 1−
N i
CDS + V

i
CDS_change

2N
(6) 392

where N i
CDS denotes the number of backbone nodes in the 393

two-hop neighborhood of node i and V i
CDS_change denotes the 394

rate of node attribute change in the two-hop neighborhood 395

of node i. The node attribute change refers to the transition 396

between backbone node state and non-backbone node state. 397

The coefficients θA, θB, θC are calculated using the mul- 398

tivariate gradient descent method in machine learning. The 399

calculation is shown in Algorithm 1 and where α is the 400

learning rate. 401

Algorithm 1 θA, θB, θC Selection Algorithm
Hypothesis:
Wi(x) = hθ = θT x = θ0x0 + θAxA + θBxB + θCxC
Parameters: θ0, θA, θB, θC
Cost function:

J (θ0, θA, θB, θC ) =
1
2m

m∑
i=1

(
hθ
(
x(i)
)
− y(i)

)2
Gradient descent:

Repeat
{
θj := θj − α

∂

∂θj
J (θ0, θA, θB, θC )

}
Output:

θj := θj − α
1
m

m∑
i=1

(
hθ
(
x(i)
)
− y(i)

)
x(i)j (j = 0,A,B,C)

As shown in Fig.2, the network reaches the most stable 402

state when θA = 0.3, θB = 0.5, θC = 0.2 and Witakes the 403

maximum value. 404

B. ENERGY CONSUMPTION 405

Small UAVs energy consumption includes propulsion and 406

hovering energy consumption and UAVs communica- 407

tion energy consumption. This paper assumes that 75% of 408

the energy is used for propulsion and hovering and 25% of 409

the energy is used for communication. All UAVs have 100% 410

energy at the initial moment. Whether the UAV node is a 411
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FIGURE 2. Choice of dominance factor coefficients.

backbone node and whether the UAV is in a mobile state can412

make a difference in the rate of energy consumption.413

The energy consumption rate of UAV is discussed in the414

following four cases: ¬ The UAV node is a DS member and415

is in the mobile state. The energy consumption rate is δ1. 416

The UAV node is a DS member in the hovering state. The417

energy consumption rate is δ2. ® The UAV node is not a DS418

member and is in the mobile state. The energy consumption419

rate is δ3. ¯ The UAV node is not a DS member and is in420

the hovering state. The energy consumption rate is δ4. In this421

paper, δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 0.06, δ3 = 0.07, δ4 = 0.03.422

C. LINK DURATION423

The amount of change in speed of the two UAVs in the424

direction of x, y, h can be expressed as [38]:425

kx = v̄i sin θi cosϕi − v̄j sin θj cosϕj (7)426

ky = v̄i sin θi sinϕi − v̄j sin θj sinϕj (8)427

kh = v̄i cosϕi − v̄j cosϕj (9)428

where v̄i, v̄j indicates the average speed of flight of the UAV429

nodes i and j, θi, θj indicates the angle in the plane of x − y,430

and ϕi, ϕj indicates the angle in the axis of z.431

The duration of the communication link Tij between432

the UAV nodes i and j is calculated as shown in433

Algorithm 2.434

Algorithm 2 Communication Link Duration Algorithm
Input: v̄i, θi, ϕi, v̄j, θj, ϕj, dmax
d2max = (xi−xj+kxTij)2+(yi−yj+kyTij)2+(hi−hj+khTij)2
a = k2x + k

2
y + k

2
h

b = 2
[
kx(xi − xj)+ ky(yi − yj)+ kh(hi − hj)

]
c = (xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (hi − hj)2 − d2max

Output: Tij =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac
2a

VI. NBATMAN-ADV ROUTING PROTOCOL 435

A. ROUTING METRIC 436

When the virtual backbone network is introduced, the routing 437

mechanism can obtain many benefits. Deploying and running 438

a lightweight active routing protocol on backbone nodes can 439

achieve a better balance between routing overhead and route 440

discovery delay. In the BATMAN-ADV routing protocol, the 441

routing metric criterion mainly depends on the TQ value. 442

The TQ value is divided into two parts: PTQ (Path Transmit 443

Quality) represents the global link quality value after multiple 444

hops through a path; LTQ (Link Transmit Quality) represents 445

the local link quality value with neighboring nodes. The 446

protocol uses the slidingwindowmechanism for OGMpacket 447

statistics and the average TQ value as the routing criterion. 448

When the link quality changes significantly, the change rate 449

of the average TQ value is slow and does not reflect the rapid 450

change of the link well, resulting in poor convergence of the 451

protocol. After the network topology changes, the protocol 452

has poor ability to sense network fluctuations. 453

NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol evaluates link quality 454

using received signal strength metrics and signal-to-noise 455

ratio of physical layer data. Each network node is very easy 456

to obtain physical layer data. This paper believes that the link 457

quality with high signal-to-noise ratio and strong received 458

signal strength should be better. metric and metricmin are 459

two routing metrics in the NBATMAN-ADV routing proto- 460

col. metric is the link quality value after multiple hops, and 461

metricmin is the link quality value of the worst path quality 462

among multiple hops. To reduce the impact of temporary 463

fluctuations in the network, the link metric is smoothed with 464

the data from the previous time. The initial values of both 465

metric andmetricmin are 1. The values ofmetric andmetricmin 466

are updated when the node receives OGM packets. In the 467

NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol, the factors affecting the 468

optimal next-hop node selection are changed from TQ to 469

metric and metricmin, and the neighbor node with the max- 470

imum metric is selected as the next-hop forwarding node 471

subject to metricmin > τmin. τmin is the minimum threshold 472

of metricmin. The value of τmin can be adjusted according to 473

the network type and network environment. 474

The received signal strength of the node can be expressed 475

as: 476

RSS =
G2
dP

(4πd/λ)2
(10) 477

where Gd denotes the antenna gain, P is the maximum 478

transmit power of the node, d is the distance between the 479

UAV nodes, λ denotes the wavelength of the signal, R is 480

the coverage radius of the antenna, and the received signal 481

strength is the minimum threshold when d = 0.905R [39]: 482

ψRSS =
G2
dP

(3.62πR/λ)2
(11) 483

The node received signal strength indicator can be 484

expressed as: 485

RSSI = 1−
ψRSS

RSS
(12) 486
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The signal-to-noise ratio of the signal transmitted by the487

UAV node from i to j can be expressed as:488

SNR =
Hd−α(i, j)GdP

N0 + U
(13)489

where P denotes the maximum transmit power of the UAV490

node, H denotes the power gain of the channel, α denotes491

the average path loss index of the transmission link, N0 ∼492

(0,N ) denotes the Gaussian white noise in the channel, and493

U denotes the average signal interference brought by the494

remaining UAV nodes, which can be expressed as:495

U =
3n
(
R3−α − ε3−α

)
2R3(3− α)

(14)496

where ε denotes the minimum safe distance between UAVs497

and n denotes the average number of UAVs in a sphere of498

radius Rwith the UAV node as the center of the sphere, which499

can be expressed as:500

n =
Nπ

(
8L2 + (Hhigh − Hlow)2

) 3
2

3L2(Hhigh − Hlow)
(15)501

This paper proposes a new method for calculating link502

metric values, which can be expressed as follows:503

metric =

ω [α1RSSIt−1 + (1− α1)RSSIt]+

(1− ω)
α2SNRt−1 + (1− α2)SNRt

SNRmax

(16)504

where RSSIt is the received signal strength indicator at the505

current moment, RSSIt-1 is the received signal strength indi-506

cator at the previousmoment, SNRt is the signal-to-noise ratio507

at the current moment, SNRt−1 is the signal-to-noise ratio508

at the previous moment, SNRmax is the maximum signal-to-509

noise ratio, α1 is the smoothing factor of the received signal510

strength indicator, α2 is the smoothing factor of the signal-511

to-noise ratio, ω is the routing metric of the received signal512

strength, and 1 − ω is the routing metric of the signal-to-513

noise ratio. α1, α2, ω, 1 − ω is between 0 to 1. Assuming514

that the transmission path of an OGM packet is the node515

1 → 2 → . . . . . . → n → n + 1, then metric and metricmin516

can be represented as:517

metric1,n+1 =

{
(1− HP)n−1 × metric1,2
×metric2,3 × · · · × metricn,n+1

(17)518

metricmin = min{metric1,2,metric2,3, · · · ,metricn,n+1}519

(18)520

where HP indicates the penalty factor for each hop passed by521

the OGM packet, HP is between 0 to 1.522

B. ROUTING OVERHEAD523

In the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol, DS member nodes524

send OGM packets out periodically and CDS member nodes525

forward OGM packets. It significantly reduces the OGM526

packets flooding in the network. But it need add neighbor527

node information in HELLO packets and OGM packets. This528

slightly increase the total length of HELLOpackets andOGM 529

packets. 530

In the BATMAN-ADV routing protocol, each node needs 531

to broadcast OGM packets periodically. While all nodes need 532

to forward OGM packets sent by other nodes. Assuming that 533

the broadcast period is Tinterval and the OGM packet size 534

is SizeOGM . The number of OGM packets generated by the 535

network in the time (0, t) is N 2t
Tinterval

and the total data volume 536

is N 2SizeOGM t
Tinterval

. 537

The routing overhead in theNBATMAN-ADV routing pro- 538

tocol is divided into: ¬ the implementation of the N-UCDS 539

algorithm requires UAV nodes to broadcast HELLO packets 540

periodically, andHELLOpackets need to contain information 541

about themselves and neighboring nodes;  DS member 542

nodes in the virtual backbone nodes broadcast OGM packets 543

periodically, and CDS member nodes forward OGM packets, 544

and OGM packets need to contain information about them- 545

selves and neighboring nodes information. Then the number 546

of routing packets generated by the network in time (0, t) is 547
t

Tinterval
(N + NDS × NCDS ) and the total data volume can be 548

expressed as: 549

t
Tinterval


N×SizeHELLO+NDS×NCDS×SizeOGM

+
Nπd3max

3L2(Hhigh−Hlow)
×(N×SizeHELLO_neighbor

+NDS×NCDS×SizeOGM_neighbor )

 550

(19) 551

where Nπd3max
3L2(Hhigh−Hlow)

denotes the average number of 552

neighbors of the UAV node, SizeHELLO denotes the size 553

of the node’s own information in the HELLO packet, 554

SizeHELLO_neighbor denotes the size of one neighbor node’s 555

information in the HELLO packet, NDS denotes the number 556

of DS members in the network, NCDS denotes the num- 557

ber of CDS members in the network, and SizeOGM_neighbor 558

denotes the size of one neighbor node’s information in the 559

OGMpacket. As the maximum communication distance dmax 560

varies, the ratio between the number of routing packets and 561

the total data volume of routing packets for NBATMAN- 562

ADV routing protocol and BATMAN-ADV routing proto- 563

col is shown in Fig.3. When the maximum communication 564

distance is 1600 m, the average number of backbone nodes 565

for 100 UAV nodes to build a virtual backbone network 566

through the N-UCDS algorithm is 28.3157 within 1000s of 567

simulation time. Compared with the BATMAN-ADV routing 568

protocol, the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol generates 569

4.85% of the routing packets and 65.43% of the total data 570

volume, so there is a significant reduction in routing over- 571

head. 572

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 573

The simulation software in this paper uses MATLAB and 574

QualNet. MATLAB is used for algorithm and numerical 575

simulation with better performance, but it cannot simulate 576

the real network environment, so QualNet is used for net- 577

work system simulation. In QualNet each network node is 578
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FIGURE 3. Rate NBATMAN-ADV to BATMAN-ADV at different maximum
communication distances.

operated independently, whichmatches with the real situation579

and truly realizes parallel simulation. By simulating the real580

network environment, the required network performance data581

is derived in a statistical way and the obtained data is more582

convincing.583

A. PARAMETER SETTING584

Every result in the figures is the average value of 100 simula-585

tions. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 2 [23].586

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS587

Fig.4 represents the changes in the number of members of588

DS, CS, and CDS after the system network reaches stabil-589

ity for different maximum communication distances of the590

UAV nodes. The simulation results show that the number of591

members of each set decreases as the maximum communi-592

cation distance of the UAV nodes increases. The number of593

backbone nodes produced by the N-UCDS algorithm and the594

UCDS algorithm are approximately equal, but the N-UCDS595

algorithm produces significantly fewer DS members and596

FIGURE 4. Number of set members at different maximum communication
distances.

FIGURE 5. Average value of remaining power of UAVs.

significantly more CS members than the UCDS algorithm. 597

Fewer DS members and more CS members can make the 598

network more robust and can effectively cope with the effects 599

of network fluctuations. 600

When maximum communication distance is 1500 m, 601

Fig.5 represents the average value of the remaining energy 602

for 100 UAVs over time. The topology of the ad-hoc net- 603

work is constantly changing, so the backbone nodes are also 604

changing. Therefore, the energy consumed by each UAV is 605

almost balanced. The simulation results show that the UAV 606

cluster system using the N-UCDS algorithm has a reduced 607

energy consumption rate, increased network survival time 608

and improved the duration of the UAV cluster system per- 609

forming the mission. 610

100UAVnodes are deployed inQualNet, themotionmodel 611

of UAV has been described in the third part of the article, the 612
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activity space is 5 km× 5 km. 10 CBR services are randomly613

launched between nodes with a rate of 2 Mbps, interval of614

0.2 s, packet size of 512 Byte, and simulation time is 1000 s.615

The simulation scenario is shown in Fig.6. In this paper, three616

performance indicators are considered to evaluate the routing617

protocol of FANET:618

(1) Packet delivery ratio (PDR): the ratio of the number of619

packets successfully delivered to the destination node620

to the number of packets sent by the source node.621

(2) Average end-to-end delay (E2E): the average of the622

time required to successfully transmit a packet from623

source node to destination node.624

(3) Average received throughput (Throughput): the aver-625

age rate of data received by the destination node.626

FIGURE 6. Simulation scene diagram.

OSLR is a routing protocol that is widely used in ad627

hoc networks. The most critical factors affecting the perfor-628

mance of OLSR are contained within multipoint relay (MPR)629

nodes. The sender node’s function is to select the MPR node,630

covering two-hop neighbors. MPR node is used to forward631

broadcast messages during flooding. MPR is a critical feature632

in OLSR for reducing control messages.633

DSDV routing protocol is a hop-by-hop distance vector634

routing protocol, widely used in Ad hoc mobile wireless Ad635

hoc LAN. It is a table-driven algorithm based on traditional636

Bellman-Ford routing selection mechanism.637

The performance of NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol638

is analyzed and compared with OLSR routing protocol and639

DSDV routing protocol in proactive routing protocol. When640

the flight speed of the UAV is 20 m/s and the maximum641

communication distance of the node is 1000 m-2000 m,642

Fig.7 shows the change of PDR, Fig.8 shows the change643

of E2E and Fig.9 shows the change of Throughput. The644

FIGURE 7. PDR of nodes at different maximum communication distances.

FIGURE 8. E2E of nodes at different maximum communication distances.

black line indicates the performance of the NBATMAN-ADV 645

routing protocol. The blue line indicates the performance 646

of the OLSR routing protocol. The grey line indicates the 647

performance of the T-OLSR routing protocol, and the red 648

line indicates the performance of the DSDV routing protocol. 649

As the maximum communication distance increases and the 650

UAV nodes have more information about neighboring nodes. 651

The simulation results show that the performance indicators 652

of all four routing protocols increase. But the performance 653

of the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol has a significant 654

advantage over the other routing protocol. 655

Due to the high dynamic nature of UAV nodes, it leads 656

to frequent link failures, resulting in lower PDR. In the 657

NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol, the nodes use the number 658

of neighboring nodes, remaining energy, and link duration 659

as a combined factor to calculate the dominance factor to 660

select the backbone nodes. This reduces the rate of change 661

of the backbone nodes, increases the effectiveness of the 662

forwarding nodes and increases the connectivity of the net- 663

work. Therefore, PDR is improved. In the NBATMAN-ADV 664
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FIGURE 9. Throughput of nodes at different maximum communication
distances.

FIGURE 10. PDR of nodes at different speeds.

routing protocol, each normal node has neighboring back-665

bone nodes because of the construction of a virtual backbone666

network. The source node only needs to send the packets to667

the backbone node and the packets can reach the destination668

node, so the E2E is reduced. In this paper, the received signal669

strength index and signal-to-noise ratio of physical layer670

data are used to evaluate the link quality and optimize the671

path quality from the source node to the destination node,672

and the improvement of PDR makes the Throughput of the673

destination node increase accordingly. Compared with the674

OLSR routing protocol, the Throughput of the destination675

node is improved by about 17% for the NBATMAN-ADV676

routing protocol.677

When the maximum communication distance of every678

UAV node is 1500 m and the flight speed is 10-40 m/s,679

Fig.10 shows the change of PDR, Fig.11 shows the change680

of E2E, and Fig.12 shows the change of Throughput. As the681

UAVflight speed increases and the link failures becomemore682

frequent. The simulation results show that the performance683

indicators of all four protocols degrade. But the performance684

FIGURE 11. E2E of nodes at different speeds.

FIGURE 12. Throughput of nodes at different speeds.

of the NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol has a significant 685

advantage over the other routing protocol. With the acceler- 686

ation of the flying speed of the UAV, the network topology 687

changes more drastically while the structure of the backbone 688

network is constantly changing. However, in theNBATMAN- 689

ADV routing protocol, the rate of change of backbone nodes 690

has decreased since the comprehensive factors are considered 691

in the selection of the backbone nodes. 692

Meanwhile, the UAV nodes do not need to worry about 693

the global topology change. The packets from the source 694

nodes only need to be delivered to the backbone nodes to 695

reach the destination nodes. Thismakes the architecture of the 696

protocol small and can quickly adapt to the network topology 697

change. Therefore, with the increase flight speed of UAV, 698

the performance of NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol has 699

significant advantages over other routing protocol. 700

VIII. CONCLUSION 701

This paper proposes an elastic routing mechanism for the 702

routing problem of large-scale small UAVs multitasking 703
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scenarios. First of all, N-UCDS algorithm is proposed to704

construct a virtual backbone network based on the con-705

nected dominating set. When electing backbone nodes, con-706

sider the influence of the number of neighbor nodes, energy707

consumption and link duration on the performance of the708

UAV network. Second, NBATMAN-ADV routing protocol709

is deployed and ran on the backbone nodes. By using the710

received signal strength index and signal-to-noise ratio of the711

physical layer data to evaluate the link quality, it can quickly712

sense the change of the link while reducing the routing over-713

head. The simulation results show that, compared with the714

traditional proactive routing protocol, the routing protocol715

proposed in this paper has better performance indicators in716

terms of PDR, E2E and Throughput.717

However, due to the highly dynamic nature of the UAV718

nodes, the elected backbone nodes have a certain rate of719

turnover. This brings some overhead and takes time to recon-720

struct the backbone network. This is the short-coming of the721

paper and the research direction for the next work.722
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